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Abstract: Water ice is known to carry positive charge via transfer of excess protons
through a hydrogen-bonded system. In contrast, constant negative charge conductivity
in ice has neither been confirmed experimentally nor theoretically. Here, we report that
ultraviolet-photon irradiation stimulates negative current conductivity in amorphous ice
at temperatures below 50 K, where hitherto known proton transfer from the surface
through the bulk ice is inhibited. Quantum chemical calculations imply that the negative
current conductivity results from almost barrier-less proton-hole transfer processes that
neither requires intrinsic defects, doped species, nor reorientation of H2O molecules in
ice.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1. Introduction
Water ice is well known to deliver positive current similar to a “p-type”
semiconductor via the proton transfer of excess hydronium ions [1]. Because of its
importance in various chemical and biological processes [1-3], proton transfer in both
liquid water [4-6] and ice [7-9] has been extensively studied. Although the detailed
mechanism, especially at low temperatures [7, 10], is still under debate, the positive
current conductivity in ice can be well described by the relay of proton transfer, the
so-called “Grotthuss mechanism” [1]. For the negative current conductivity, the concept
of “a proton-hole transfer (PHT)” was proposed about 100 years ago [11]. The PHT is
the relay of proton-abstraction of OH- ion from neighboring H2O, and therefore was
considered as a “mirror image” concept of the Grotthuss mechanism. However, to date
the efficient negative current conductivity has not been found for both liquid water [12]
and ice [13, 14]. In water, the mechanism of OH- migration was found to differ from the
PHT concept [15] and recent years, migration of OH- in water was reported to be much
less effective than the proton transfer [12]. In water, H+ exists as single complex of
tricoordinate H3O+(H2O)3, and the proton transfer is conducted by the re-formation of
this tricoordinate form via intermediate H5O2+ (i.e. the Grotthuss mechanism). In
contrast, OH- in water exists to alternate between two configurations, which are a
hypercoordinated form with four acceptor H-bonds to neighbor water molecules and a
nearly tetrahedral form with three acceptor H-bonds [15]. Since the proton abstraction
only occurs in the tetrahedral form, transformation from the hypercoordinated form to
the tetrahedral form is necessary before the proton abstraction [15]. Thus, migration of
OH- in water is not the mirror image of the Grotthuss mechanism. This difference may
lead to the low efficiency of the OH- relay in aqueous medium. Furthermore, a recent
ab-initio molecular dynamics simulation have shown that the multiple proton jumps that
enhance the efficiency of the proton relay, namely the concerted proton transfers, are
strongly suppressed in the OH- system due to the higher activation barrier than that in
H3O+, [12]. This also contributes to low efficiency of the proton abstraction in the OHin aqueous medium. Eventually, suppression of PHT in water would originate from the
hypercoordination form, which is shaped by four H2O molecules sterically surrounding
OH-.
In ice, the hypercoordination complex may not be formed due to the limited
motion of H2O molecules unlike in liquid phase. However, no theoretical studies about
OH- migration in ice have been reported to date. Thus, the PHT phenomenon in ice still
remains unexplored, although it is a fundamental electrochemical property of ice. In

experiments, negative current conductivity in ice has been examined by electron
bombardment of ice or using base-doped ice, which results in OH- ions in bulk ice. For
the doped ice experiment, a small negative charge delivery was observed above 140 K,
and was reported to be the result of OH- Brownian migration rather than the PHT [14].
For the electron bombardment of ice, although a transient negative current probably due
to the transport of solvated electrons was observed, and it immediately diminished
below 50 K [16]. In addition, the negative current conductivity has never been
examined when OH- ions on the surfaces of ice. The PHT at the surface may control the
negative current conductivity as the first step of PHT relay in bulk. This phenomenon is
also relevant to chemistry of ice dust surfaces in space and planetary atmosphere, where
it is important to know whether the negative charge on OH can be localized on the
surface [17].
Here, we report that ultraviolet-photon (UV) irradiation stimulates negative
current conductivity in amorphous ice below 50 K, where positive current by proton
transfer from the surface to the bulk ice is significantly suppressed [8]. We found that
the negative constant current can be controlled by UV irradiation. No temperature
dependence or isotope effect was observed in the range of 10-50 K. Quantum chemical
calculations suggest that the negative current results from the PHT in ice, triggered by
the surface OH- ions, which are created by photodissociation of H2O and subsequent
electron attachment onto OH radical at the surface. The computed barrier of the proton
abstraction by OH- is very low, in accordance with the experimentally observed
temperature independence of conductivity. This process requires neither intrinsic
defects nor reorientation of the H2O molecules in bulk ice, in contrast to the well-known
positive current conductivity by the transfer of excess protons. The present paper
strongly suggests the occurrence of the PHT in ice and may lead to a new aspect of the
electrochemical nature of ice, which has been commonly considered as a positive
current semiconductor.

2. Measurements of negative current conductivity on ice
In an ultra-high vacuum chamber, water ice samples with ~40 or 120
monolayers (MLs) were prepared at 10 K in an amorphous form by backfill deposition
over a nickel (Ni) substrate plated on a sapphire disk. The current through the
amorphous ice was measured at the Ni substrate. The samples were exposed to UV
photons from a deuterium (D2) lamp. At the top of the D2 lamp, a cylindrical
stainless-steel metal guide was mounted to enables UV photons to illuminate the sample

area only. The UV flux at the substrate without ices was approximately 2.5×1013 cm-2 s-1.
During the lamp operation, photoelectrons were created on the inner wall of the metal
guide. By applying -60 V at the guide, photoelectrons were pushed towards the sample
surface as shown in Fig. 1(a). When the UV photons reach the Ni surface,
photoelectrons should be also emitted from the Ni substrate and cause positive current.
When the guide was set to -60 V, the measured current at the substrate without ice was
approximately +0.7 A upon UV irradiation. This indicates that the photoelectrons
emitted from the Ni substrate were dominant over those coming in from the guide. When
ices were exposed to UV, we found a negative current flow at the substrate even below
50 K. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the negative current sharply responded to the application
and removal of UV irradiation. The peak currents were almost temperature independent
within a 10% variation between 10 and 50 K. The peak current through 120-ML ice was
reduced by 10% of that for 40 ML. After irradiation for 120 min, the current through
40-ML ice decreased by approximately 20%. Although it is not possible to determine the
contribution of positive current by photoelectron emission from the substrate, the
obtained result indicates that photoelectron from the substrate is largely suppressed by
ice coverage and exceeded by the UV-stimulated negative current through ice in total. To
clarify the origin of negative current, effects of UV photolysis of ice and photoelectron
landed on the ice surface were investigated as follows.
In the second experiment, to evaluate how each process affects the negative
current conductivity, we modified the setup so that the ice sample can be exposed to UV
or electrons independently, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Installing a glass capillary plate on the
top of a cylindrical guide can allow only UV emission by blocking the photoelectrons
created within the guide while an electron gun is mounted facing the substrate. Using
this setup, the ice was exposed to electrons with and without UV. When ice was
exposed to electrons only, the negative current immediately dropped, showing a peak
when the electron gun was turned on, as previously reported [16]. However, when UV
was supplied during the continuous electron exposure, a significant negative current
appeared (see Fig. 1(d)). The case in which only UV irradiation was applied is described
later. These results clearly indicate that the negative constant current is generated by UV
irradiation with the supply of electrons to the ice surface. UV photons from a
conventional deuterium lamp cover a Lyman – and –band of hydrogen and thus can
photolyse H2O via several pathways to produce OH + H, O + H2, O + 2H, or H3O+ +
OH + (D defect + e- + vacancy) from 2H2O [18]. Considering that the pathway
producing OH + H is the main branching path in the present range of UV photon energy
[19], OH radicals produced at the surface should play an important role in carrying the

negative current. Because the OH radical has a higher electron affinity of ~1.8 eV than
those of the other photofragments [20], it would readily convert to OH- ions by
capturing electrons that landed on the surface, and this OH- would trigger the negative
current. The energy of electrons from the electron gun can dissociate H2O. However, it
is known that the ice surface can be immediately charged up to the voltage of electron
energy when it is exposed to electron beam [21] and thus the electron current and
energy would drop significantly at the ice surface. Nevertheless, in Fig. 1(d), the sharp
transient peak at the timing of electron-gun on without UV irradiation might be due to
the OH production by electron bombardment until getting charged up. Considering the
experimental results that the constant negative current flows through ice bulk even at
low temperatures when OH- is created on the surface, we deduce that the negative
current conductivity originates from the PHT through ice triggered by OH- at the
surface rather than OH- Brownian motion or solvent electrons. To further investigate the
possibility of PHT in ice, we performed quantum chemical calculations.

3. Computational studies
We used the two-layer ONIOM method [22,23] as implemented in the
Gaussian16 program [24] to study an OH anion on ice. In this method, the electronically
important part of the molecular system is described by an accurate quantum mechanical
(QM) method, while the remaining part of the system is described by a computationally
efficient molecular mechanics (MM) method. As the reaction center is calculated at an
accurate QM method, energies of the stationary points of potential energy surfaces and
reaction barriers can be calculated more accurately. In our two-layer ONIOM
calculations, the wB97X-D [25] functional and the def2-TZVP [26] basis sets were
employed for the QM region. The AMBER [27] force field was used for the MM region.
Vibrational frequency calculations were performed to confirm that the optimized
structure is a local minima (i.e., no imaginary frequency) or a transition state (i.e., one
imaginary frequency), and to calculate the zero-point energy. Potential energy of the
optimized stationary points were calculated as ONIOM(QM:QM) single-point
calculations, where the domain-based local pair natural orbital couple
(DLPNO)-CCSD(T) method, cc/pVTZ basis sets and cc-pVTZ/C auxiliary basis sets in
the ORCA 4.0 program [28] were used for the high-level,
while the
wB97X-D/def2TZVP method was used for the low-level. We have used the crystalline
hexagonal water ice (Ih) and amorphous ice models of Andersson et al. [29] as the starting
structures to make ice cluster models. Our ice cluster models of ice Ih or amorphous ice

consist of 162 H2O molecules, where 48 H2O molecules are in the QM region, and 114
H2O molecules are in the MM region. To save computational cost and to avoid structure
deformations, H2O molecules in the bottom and at the sides were frozen upon structure
optimizations.
First, we have optimized an OH radical on a crystalline hexagonal ice (Ih) or
amorphous ice (Fig 2), where OH radical is stable on ice (i.e. a local minima). Although
the results for amorphous ice are essentially the same as those for Ih, descriptions using
the Ih results can help clearly to illustrate what happens in ice. We produced OH- ion on
Ih by introducing an electron to the OH radical local minimum, which was the starting
point for an ab-initio molecular dynamic simulation using the atom-centered density
matrix propagation (ADMP) method [30], employing the wB97XD/6-31G(d)[31] level
of theory. A time step of 0.1 fs, a fictitious mass of 0.1 amu, and a maximum simulation
time 200 fs at 10 K were employed.
The ADMP trajectory for the OH anion on Ih suggested that a proton abstraction
from a water molecule on ice is very fast. Moreover, Fig.3(a) shows the behavior of
OH- initially located on the surface. The progress of O(1)-H(A) and O(5)-H(A)
distances during the initial proton abstraction from O(1) to O(5) can be seen in Fig. 3
(b). Around 20-40 fs, the proton stays between O(1) and O(5). After 40 fs, O(1)-H(A)
distance becomes large, indicating the termination of the first PHT process. Then, the
second PHT is occurred from O(2) to O(1) at around 80 fs (Fig. 3(c)). After that, we
have observed a concerted PHT process from O(3) to O(2) and O(4) to O(3) at 110-130
fs (Figs 3(d) and (e)).
Starting from the snap shots of the ADMP trajectory, we have optimized
stationary points for the PHT reaction path, and created a potential energy profile for ice
Ih (Fig. 4(a)). The calculated potential energy surface indicates that sequential PHT
processes towards bulk ice are energetically favorable. At the starting point (SP) of the
potential energy surface, the OH- on the surface is unstable, and connects to the local
minima (LM1) at 51.9 kcal/mol below the SP without a barrier, where OH- is still
located in the same layer. During the SP → LM1 transformation, the OH- ion on ice
abstracts a proton from a H2O molecule neighboring on the surface. The structure of
LM1 can transform into LM2 with a very low barrier (TS1) of 0.04 kcal/mol. In LM2,
the oxygen atom of the OH- ion interacts with hydrogen atoms of water molecules in the
second layer, leading to an LM3 structure through a barrier of 0.6 kcal/mol (TS2). We
found that the OH- ion at the O(3) position is unstable and undergoes PHT towards the
O(4) position immediately, where a concerted motion of two hydrogen atoms is
observed. Once the OH- ion migrates deeper below the second layer, we suspect that the

barriers for the lowest energy PHT path are comparable to or less than the barriers we
calculated. As a result, OH- ions can move inside the bulk through PHT that present
almost no barrier.
In the case of amorphous ice, the potential energy surface for an OH- on
amorphous ice is shown in Fig. 4(b) and computed ADMP trajectory is shown in Fig. 5.
Consistent with the Ih case, initial PHT process is occurred very quickly without a barrier
during the SP → LM1 transformation. The second PHT has a barrier of 0.17 kcal/mol,
giving rise to LM2 (-0.32 kcal/mol). Then, the third PHT is occurred with a barrier of 0.73
kcal/mol, leading to LM3 (-3.17 kcal/mol). Overall, the PHT processes we calculated are
almost barrierless, and are exothermic processes toward the bulk ice. Our amorphous ice
model has a rather compact structure at the surface region. However, our experimental
structures may contain cracks and defects that affect the PHT process. In order to gain
quantitative insights about the structure-function relationship, running ADMP
trajectories for long simulation time is required, which is out of the scope of present
work.
Based on our ADMP and ONIOM calculations, we concluded that OH- on ice is
unstable, and is immediately react with ice. Moreover, the initial PHT and the
subsequent PHT processes are almost barrierless and exothermic, driving the OHtowards ice bulk. The PHT mechanism in ice involves both single hydrogen atom or
concerted motion of two hydrogen atoms, giving rise to efficient negative current. As
the PHT processes are almost barrierless, quantum tunneling does not play a major role
on the rate of the PHT in ice. This is consistent with our experimental observations as
described in the next section, where the negative current is temperature independent and
we did not observe kinetic isotope effects. Our ADMP calculations suggested that the
almost barrier less PHT in ice occurs very quickly. Therefore, PHT is much faster than
the thermal fluctuations of the hydrogen atoms in the hydrogen bond network of ice at
very low temperature. As a result, hyper coordinate complex of OH- would not be
formed, and this is in contrast to the liquid phase.
As recently reported in the literature, relatively less accurate computational method
may lead to controversial conclusions among previous works for OH- transport in
aqueous media through the PHT [12]. Therefore, we have used the wB97XD density
functional for ADMP or two-layer ONIOM calculations, and domain-based local pair
natural orbital couple (DLPNO)-CCSD(T) methods for calculating the potential energy
surfaces for the PHT in ice. Also, relatively large ice clusters were used for modeling
the PHT process. Both state-of-the-art computational methods and relatively large

computational models would achieve reliable computed mechanism and reaction
barriers for the PHT.

4. Temperature and isotope dependences
We performed the third experiment to further support our hypothesis in which
the production of OH- ions on the surface triggers the PHT phenomena. If this process is
indeed what occurs, then the negative current should appear while OH radicals exist on
the surface, even after turning the UV off. In fact, the current gradually decreases after
the UV light is off, as shown in Fig. 1(d). This depletion curve probably reflects the
consumption of surface OH radicals remaining after UV termination. It should be noted
that in Fig. 1(a), the current sharply responds to UV light because the electron and UV
supplies are operated simultaneously. We first exposed ice to UV only for a given
period and subsequently exposed it to electrons for 3 min soon after UV termination. As
shown in Fig. 5(a), the current profiles are consistent with those obtained after UV
termination in Fig. 1(d). The peak current gradually increases with increasing UV
duration, reflecting the increase in the density of OH radicals on the surface. In Fig. 6(a),
it is confirmed that no negative current appears during UV irradiation alone, although a
slight positive current was observed due to photoelectron emission from the Ni substrate
shown in Fig 6(b). The current depletion curves in Fig. 6(a) should result from the
decrease in the amount of surface OH radicals due to the process of electron capture
producing OH- ions and subsequently causing proton abstraction from the neighboring
surface H2O molecule by OH-, thus controlling the negative current conductivity. The
depletion curves for each UV duration can be well fitted by a single exponential
function, I=I0 exp(-Kt). That is, the depletion rate would be dominated by a rate-limiting
process of either electron capture or proton abstraction by OH-. An Arrhenius plot of K
is presented in Fig. 7. The temperature independence and the absence of an isotope
effect in the experiment using heavy water ice indicate the very low barrier process
rather than tunneling. Although the process causing the negative current is indicated to
be barrier-less, the constant current was reduced with increasing amorphous ice
thickness as mentioned in section 2. This thickness dependence can be explained
qualitatively as follows. As described above, the negative current is suppressed by the
photoelectron emission from the Ni surface. Such electrons can stored in the vicinity of
ice-metal interface and further suppress the PHT. The thicker ice may store more
number of electrons. In addition, the delivery of proton hole would be lost at the pores

and cracks in amorphous ice. As a result, the negative current by the PHT may decrease
in the thicker ice having more pores and cracks.
Finally, we roughly evaluate the consistency of the measured constant current
in Fig. 1(a) with our scenario. Assuming that OH- ions are readily produced from OH
radicals, that is, production rates of OH- and OH are equivalent, the current in terms of
the number of electrons per second should be equivalent to the OH production rate at
the surface by photodissociation of H2O, which can be expressed by
𝑑[H2 O]
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑓UV 𝜎[H2 O]~10−4 [H2 O],

where fUV is the UV flux of ~1013 cm-2 s-1 and  is the cross section for UV
photodissociation of H2O in ice, ~1017 cm2 [32]. Because the number of surface H2O
molecules on the ice sample area of approximately 4 cm2 is on the order of 1015
particles, the production rate of OH- ions becomes 1011 particles s-1. This value is
consistent with the observed current of 20 nA corresponding to ~1011 electrons.
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Fig. 1. The first experiment: (a) Diagram of the experimental setup; (b) Temporal
variation in current measured through the 40 MLs of ice at 20 K in the sequence of UV on
and off with a coincident supply of electrons from the UV guide. The second experiment:
(c) Diagram of the second experimental setup. By installing the capillary plate on the
guide, the UV flux decreases to 25%. (d) Temporal variation in the negative current
during the sequential UV irradiation of 40 MLs of ice at 15 K with continuous operation
of the electron gun. The dashed line is the current level only due to the electron gun
without UV irradiation.

Fig. 2. Top and side views of the QM/MM ice cluster models with an OH radical for (a)
hexagonal water ice Ih and (b) amorphous ice (“ball and sticks” shows the QM region
and “wireframe” displays the MM region). Bond lengths are in Å.

Fig. 3. The ADMP trajectory for the initial proton abstraction process on crystalline
hexagonal ice (Ih) calculated using the wB97X-D/6-31G(d) level of theory. (a) Schematic
diagram showing the OH- migration path. (b) Progress of O(1)-H(A) and O(5)-H(A)
distances. (c) Progress of O(2)-H(B) and O(1)-H(B) distances. (d) Progress of O(3)-H(C)
and O(2)-H(C) distances. (e) Progress of O(4)-H(D) and O(3)-H(D) distances.

Fig. 4. Potential energy surface for the initial PHT processes on (a) crystalline ice (Ih)
and (b) amorphous ice calculated from the ONIOM method. LM1 is used as the
reference energy point of the potential energy surface.

Fig. 5 The ADMP trajectory for the initial proton abstraction process on amorphous ice
calculated using the wB97X-D/6-31G(d) level of theory. (a) Schematic diagram showing
the OH- migration path. (b) Progress of O(1)-H(A) and O(5)-H(A) distances. (c) Progress
of O(2)-H(B) and O(1)-H(B) distances. (d) Progress of O(3)-H(C) and O(2)-H(C)
distances.

Fig. 6. The third experiment: (a) Temporal variation in current through the 40 MLs of
ice at 15 K. Sequence of UV irradiation of 2 min, 1 min, 0.5 min and 10 s followed by
electron exposures for 3 min and (b) Enlarged view for 1-min UV irradiation only in
Fig.6 (a).

Fig. 7. Arrhenius plot of the negative current depletion rates obtained from fitting
depletion curves (see Fig. 6(a)) to a single exponential.

